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Don’t Trust Washington With
TRUST FUNDS
Social Security Only Tip Of Scam
Editor’s note:
While the following bold but
upsetting report rightly belongs in the News Desk, its
impact upon so many Americans warrants the greater
attention of our Front Page. This is especially true as
economies worldwide continue on their downward
spiral toward total collapse.
Each time the phony Fed bestowes upon we slaves
another interest rate decrease, know that the process
is identical to throwing sand bags out of a sinking hotair balloon. Equally slick is the system of mirrors the
Washington money crooks use to make important public
trust funds seem healthier than they actually are.
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CAN’T TRUST WASHINGTON
WITH TRUST FUNDS

Social Security rip-off
only the tip of trust-fund scam
by Uncle Sam
The money Uncle Sam “borrows” from Social Security is merely
the most visible example of how the looting of federal trust funds
perverts the f iscal process.
(Please see Don’t Trust Washington With Trust Funds, p.7)
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

DEMONSTRATION

DANGER

Street protesters will drive
Malaysia into
the hands of foreigners
From the INTERNET, by Shamsul Akmar
and Wan Hamidi Hamid, 10/23/98: [quoting]
KUALA LUMPUR: Street demonstrators
who are trying to topple the Government will
indirectly drive Malaysia into the hands of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), enabling
foreigners to take over local companies, Datuk
Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad said.
They might not know it but that is exactly
what they are doing, the Prime Minister said
yesterday.
“The demonstrators don’t seem to realise
that politics has an economic dimension to it.”
“In fact, they must not separate the political
dimension from the economic as far as the
Western agenda is concerned,” he said.
He said the protesters thought they could
overthrow the Government through continuous
street protests, like what happened in Indonesia.
“They think they can do it continuously in
Malaysia by increasing the level of violence.
We can see the pattern and there is even some
Indonesian involvement,” he told a press
conference at his office.
Supporters of Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim and
members of the opposition parties who are
trying to gain political mileage from the
situation have been demonstrating in the city,
calling on Dr. Mahathir to resign.
However, the Prime Minister did not see the
current situation as an excuse to call for an
early general election, saying it would have the
effect of undermining the programmes to ensure
economic progress.
“This is what they (foreigners) want. If
they (the protesters) can win, the country will
have to follow the IMF. Malaysia will then
submit to the IMF,” he said.
“Look at what happened in Indonesia.
Following the massive demonstrations and the
overthrow of the government, Indonesia now has
to open up totally, allowing unimpeded entry to
foreign investors to take control of their
companies,” he added.
The IMF, despite its recent capitulation to
Dr. Mahathir’s view of having lower interest
rates to kick-start the economy, has been
prescribing measures which have resulted in
devastation of the economies and people of the
countries it was supposed to help.
The IMF’s bailout for American and
European companies in East Asian economies
had resulted in mass unemployment, price
increases and social ills.
Dr. Mahathir said that during his visit to
Japan, he came to realise that the term “crony
capitalism”, which was invented by the West
and propagated by their media, was to vilify
Asian governments which did not allow US and
European companies to participate fully in their
economies.

He said South Korea, despite receiving
IMF’s aid, was still considered to be practising
crony capitalism because of its refusal to open
up its economy totally.
“In Malaysia and most Asian countries,
privatisation means (projects being privatised)
moved from from the Government to the local
private sector.
“Because the foreigners did not get the
contracts freely, they call us crony capitalists.
For them, crony capitalism means no foreign
participation. All the while I thought crony
capitalism was helping friends and family. Now
I know that as long as foreigners do not have
the right to come in unimpeded, we are accused
of being crony capitalists,” he added.
Asked how the country could avoid
“colonisation” via the economy, he said
Malaysians must be aware of the moves. “We
do not want to bow to them. They will exert
this through the WTO (World Trade
Organisation). I also expect them to use APEC
(Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation),” he said.
The prime minister said Malaysia also
continued to receive bad press, particularly
when the foreign media and the so-called
foreign observers had turned the court case of
Anwar into the trial of the Government of
Malaysia.
“The Government is on trial as far as the
foreign media is concerned. They are not
concerned whether Anwar is guilty or not but
they want to make sure the Government or the
courts are guilty (if Anwar is convicted). This
is interference with our judicial and legal
system. If you intimidate the judge, you will
see no justice,” he said.
Dr. Mahathir said the foreign media tried to
portray a situation where the court would be
unfair if the accused was found guilty, thus
forcing the judges to act in a manner so that
the courts would be seen as independent.
The prime minister said the Government was
ready for elections, stating that whether it won
or lost, everybody should accept the result
through such a democratic exercise. He,
however, said that demonstrators were trying to
bring down the Government through street
protests which were affecting the daily lives of
other people.
“They are trying to provoke the police to
become violent so that the foreign media can
take pictures of police brutality.
“They are also trying to force the police to
arrest (Anwar Ibrahim’s wife) Datin Seri Dr.
Wan Azizah Wan Ismail and her daughter so
that the world will see Malaysia as an
oppressive country,” he said.
Dr. Mahathir also pointed out how Western
observers tried to exaggerate the political
situation in Malaysia, citing an article written
by former Hong Kong governor Chris Patten
who said that “Anwar was beaten to a pulp.”
This, he said, was totally untrue and everybody
in Malaysia knew Anwar’s health condition.
“That is, however, only expected. Chris Patten
had also said that Anwar was the darling of the
Western world and, as such, it is probably his
duty to defend Anwar,” he said. [End quoting]
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HUMAN RIGHTS GROUP
TELLS MALAYSIAN
LEADER TO QUIT
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/26/98:
[quoting]
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia—One day after
a police crackdown turned an anti-government
protest into a riot, a leading Malaysian human
rights group demanded Sunday that the prime
minister resign. Human rights group Suaram
said in a statement that Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad “must accept full responsibility for
having totally mishandled the situation. We call
upon the prime minister to resign.” [End
quoting]
Just some more nasty tricks from the IMF
bastards trying to divide and conquer with a
bunch of terrorists whom they control like a
bunch of slaves. They can’t tolerate any leader
who tries to help his people progress out of
poverty of spirit and physical substances—Dr.
Mahathir for instance. They have to have
slaves or they are very, very uncomfortable.
They have a severe inferiority complex and
can’t tolerate the thought that they may have to
earn an honest living if they lose control and
the people gain full freedom. They are the
cancers of society. Hopefully Prime Minister
Mahathir will have enough backing to keep the
situation under control.
CLINTON SCHEDULES
CONFERENCE ON
SHORING UP
SOCIAL SECURITY
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
10/25/98: [quoting]
President Clinton will hold a long-planned
White House conference on Social Security in
December, a meeting that will “help pave the
way toward a bipartisan solution early next
year”, he said Saturday.
In one of his last weekly radio addresses
before midterm elections, Clinton reiterated a
main theme of the Democratic campaign: That
to bolster Social Security, the party stopped
Republican attempts to squander a budget
surplus through tax cuts.
“We turned back these efforts,” Clinton said.
“The balanced budget I signed this week
protects our hard-won surplus until we save
Social Security first.”
Rep. Heather Wilson, R-N.M., said Social
Security also is a major priority for the
Republicans.
“Next year we will save Social Security
from insolvency and provide real tax relief for
families,” she said in the weekly GOP address.
Clinton, who this year held town meetings
around the country on Social Security, said the
conference would be Dec. 8-9.
He announced the conference in his January
State of the Union address as he asked
lawmakers to set aside any federal budget
surpluses this year to brace up Social Security
for an onslaught of aging baby boomers.
The conference most likely will include
Republicans and representatives from special
interest groups.
Voters will select candidates for all seats in the
House of Representatives and a third of the Senate
in the Nov. 3 midterm elections. [End quoting]
This means only one thing—and that is they
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austerity program that is the key condition for
the loans it is concurrently negotiating with the
International Monetary Fund.
The biggest role in the rescue program for
Brazil will be taken by the International
Monetary Fund, which said last week that it
would contribute at least $15 billion—and
appears to be under pressure from the United
States to do even more. Another $9 billion or
so will come from the World Bank and the
SUIT THROWN OUT
OVER USE OF PEPPER SPRAY Inter-American Development Bank, and the
remainder from the United States and other
major industrial nations. [End quoting]
Logging protesters
This is nothing more than another mass
to appeal federal ruling
theft of billions of taxpayer funds!
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los
Angeles, 10/27/98: [quoting]
NEW KIND OF SPACECRAFT
San Francisco—Saying police can use “pain
LEAVES EARTH
compliance” to break up sit-ins, a federal judge
Monday dismissed a lawsuit by anti-logging
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los
protesters whose eyes were swabbed with pepper Angeles, 10/25/98: [quoting]
A spacecraft that is equipped with an ion
spray.
The ruling by U.S. District Judge Vaughn engine and can think for itself rocketed away
Walker bars a second trial, which had been from Earth on Saturday on a quest to test
scheduled for Nov. 16. The first trial ended in technologies straight out of Star Trek.
a hung jury Aug. 25, with jurors deadlocked 4NASA’s Deep Space I soared through clouds
4 on the question of whether officers used a b o a r d a n u n m a n n e d r o c k e t , b o u n d f o r a n
e x c e s s i v e f o r c e b y a p p l y i n g t h e b u r n i n g asteroid 120 million miles away.
chemical to the eyelids of nonviolent
The mood was tense as launch controllers
demonstrators. [End quoting]
awaited word as to whether Deep Space I was
The police never stop at the point at which catapulted out of Earth orbit by the Delta
they are given legal authority—so expect much booster as planned; the incoming data were
worse torture to be used on even peaceful unreadable. Then tracking stations were slow to
demonstrators.
acquire signals from the spacecraft, and
engineers had to send commands to make sure
U.S. MAY COMMIT BILLIONS the solar wings were unfurled.
TO SHORE UP ECONOMY
The good news finally came two hours after
IN LATIN AMERICA
liftoff—Deep Space I was on the right course
and in good shape.
Launch controllers
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los applauded and hugged.... [End quoting]
Angeles, 10/25/98: [quoting]
This is simply another “bone” thrown to weThe United States is preparing to commit the-dogs to give the impression of far-out
U . S . t a x p a y e r f u n d s a s p a r t o f a l e n d i n g technology and create a sense of technical
program of at least $30 billion to try to insulate advancement. This way we supposedly won’t
Brazil, and with it the rest of Latin America, go snooping for the actual, really-far-out craft!
from the worst effects of the financial turmoil
GOVERNMENT TAKES OVER
circling the globe, according to U.S. and foreign
BANK IN JAPAN
officials assembling the program.
Details of the U.S. contribution, which is
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
expected to total several billion dollars in direct
a i d o r l o a n g u a r a n t e e s , h a v e y e t t o b e 10/98: [quoting]
Japan’s government put its long-awaited
negotiated. But several congressional leaders
have been alerted to the likelihood that the bank bailout plan into action Friday by taking
administration would have to act while Congress over one of the country’s biggest lenders, the
is in recess.
debt-ridden Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan.
This early warning from the administration
The takeover—the first nationalization of a
reflects memories of how Congress erupted with Japanese bank since World War II—avoided a
objections and hearings in 1995 when President full-scale collapse of LTCB, which would have
Clinton committed $20 billion in U.S. funds to further eroded confidence in Japan’s banking
the bailout of Mexico. But administration system and shaken world markets. [End quoting]
officials said last week that their early
And many of us here in the “good ol’ USA”
soundings indicate that members of Congress think it can’t happen here! Get ready for a
a r e d e e p l y c o n c e r n e d a b o u t p r e v e n t i n g a n rude awakening!
economic collapse in Latin America that would
resound in the United States, and thus they
IMPLANT LETS BRAIN
expect few objections.
TALK TO COMPUTER
The timing of an aid package for Brazil—
originally expected within the next few days—
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
is complicated by unexpected delays that have 10/21/98: [quoting]
cropped up in dealing with the Brazilian
A Star Trek-type implant that enables direct
government.
communication between the brain and a
T h e g o v e r n m e n t o f P r e s i d e n t F e r n a n d o computer is allowing a paralyzed, mute stroke
H e n r i q u e C a r d o s o f a c e s p o l i t i c a l l y r i s k y victim to use his brainpower to move a cursor
gubernatorial elections today, which may well across a screen and convey simple messages
d e t e r m i n e w h e t h e r B r a z i l c a n e x e c u t e a n such as hello and goodbye.
want to get at even more of our funds.
By the way, have you heard about the
measly—less than 2 percent—cost-of-living raise
this year? Has your cost of staying alive been
that low? No need to answer!
If we would all get together and stand up
to these Mafia-Khazarian-Mishpucka thieves, we
could stop this robbery!
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Researchers think the tiny implant the size
of the tip of a ball-point pen is the first device
that allows direct communication between the
brain and a computer.
“Of all things people lose, the ability to
communicate is the most frightening thing—to
know what you want to say and not to be able
to say it,” said Dr.
Warren Selman, a
neurosurgeon at University Hospitals of
Cleveland not involved in the research. “This
is the first step to unlocking that.”
Doctors implanted a device into the 53-yearold man’s brain that amplifies his brain signals.
Those signals are then transmitted to a laptop
computer through an antenna-like coil placed on
his head.
Like a computer mouse, the brain signals
can move a cursor across the computer screen
and point at icons with messages such as “See
you later. Nice talking with you.” The man
also can use the cursor to tell others that he is
hungry or thirsty.... [End quoting]
Some of our pilots of fighter planes use
electrical brain activity to control aircraft
without their hands.
FOREST FIRES CAUSED
BLUE RAIN IN ARGENTINA
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 10/24/98: [quoting]
Argentine government scientists said
Saturday that blue rain that astonished residents
of a northern Argentine town in September was
caused by ash from forest fires.
Ash from huge fires to the north in Bolivia
and Brazil blew over Argentina and mixed with
the rain, giving it a bluish tint, scientists from
the Corrientes Province health ministry said,
according to the state-run Telam news agency.
Baffled locals from the town of Perugorria
collected samples of the strange rain when it
fell on September 2, and handed it over to the
government for analysis. A health ministry
laboratory found ash in the rain water which it
linked to the forest fires after studying
meteorological records. [End quoting]
I would highly suspicion there was more to
this episode than we are being told. Have you
ever before heard of forest fires producing blue
rain?
CHINA SCIENTIST BATTLES
BEETLE THAT BUGS U.S.
Excerpted from the INTERNET, <paradiscuss@tje.net>, 10/26/98: [quoting]
When U.S. bug-busters come to China
seeking advice in their fight to stop an
infestation of the Asian long-horned beetle, their
first stop is with Gao Ruitong.
Gao, a professor at the Chinese Academy of
Forestry, has 20 years experience fighting the
beetle that has bored its way into already touchy
trade ties between the United States and China.
The insect, known in Chinese as the “shinyshouldered starry-heaven beetle” because of its
black speckled back, has hitched its way across
the Pacific Ocean in wooden pallets and crates
and begun munching trees in New York and
Illinois.
Larvae of the wood-boring beetle have been
found in wooden crates originating from China
at 30 shipping warehouses in the United States.
With no natural enemies in the United States
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and a stubborn immunity to tree-friendly
pesticides, the bug has threatened to inflict $138
billion in damage if it spreads to forests, the
Department of Agriculture (USDA) said.
Last month the USDA announced emergency
measures requiring that any wooden packing
material from China must be fumigated or it
would not be allowed to enter the U.S. market.
Shipments leaving China on or after
December 17 would be turned back unless they
had certificates stating either that they had been
fumigated or did not contain wooden packing
material, the USDA’s Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service said. [End quoting]
What better way to help sabotage us?

Brothers Bank of New York; Owner number six,
Kuhn, Loeb Bank of New York; Owner number
seven, Chase Manhattan Bank of New York.”
Mr. Chairman, it is the Chase Manhattan Bank
which controls all of the other eleven Federal
Reserve Banks. Finally, “Owner number eight,
Goldman, Sachs Bank of New York.”
Mr. Chairman, sir, there are approximately
three hundred people, all known to each other
and sometimes related to one another, who hold
stock or shares in the Federal Reserve System.
They compose an interlocking, international
banking
cartel
of
wealth
beyond
comprehension.” [End quoting]
This gives us an excellent example of by
whom and how we are being enslaved.

CREDIT

CARD

GIMMICKS

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
10/24/98: [quoting]
The credit card business, which was down in
the dumps a couple of years ago, is now
flourishing in a healthy economy on a cycle of
frenzied spending and competition.
So, when things are good, the customers
who helped make it that way find themselves
getting nailed with kind words first, then new
higher fees for their loyalty.
I got good news from my plastic money
purveyor on page one of a letter they sent.
They thanked me for my continued membership
with discounts of the type you get on the back
of a supermarket sales slip.
I got another pat on the back at the bottom
of the letter, and when I turned it over, I found
out that the customer kiss was a prelude to a
slap in the face.
First, the credit card company told me it had
raised their delinquency fee from $5 to $25 if
payment was 10 days late. The same 20
percent [sic] raise was also tacked on if I
charged up to my card’s limit, and the grace
period for not paying my new balance was cut
down from 30 days to 20 days.
Also, the minimum payment on the balance
is now due in 20 days, instead of 30 days.
It’s no surprise my credit card company
made record profits last year with these kinds
of “customer rewards”.
Now, however, it will have one less card
member. Me! I’d rather switch to another
credit card as a way to fight back to show how
I didn’t appreciate their lack of loyalty and
crummy letter of thanks. [End quoting]
Do you think these banking gangsters can
get any greedier? They’re not going to stop
until we stop them!

EQUITY LOANS CAN
RESULT IN BORROWER’S
LOSS OF HOME

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/13/98:
[quoting]
Dear Ann Landers: I work with a mortgage
company in Texas. You recently printed a letter
from “Wised Up in Detroit”, who said
unscrupulous advertising tempts people to obtain
loans that are secured by their houses. If they
default on those loans, they lose their homes.
In your response, you said it is best to talk to
your creditors and work out a payment plan.
That may be comforting, but unfortunately, in
this case, it would not work.
While it is true that some loans and credit
card debt can be worked out with creditors,
equity loans are an entirely different matter.
Thousands of people are being sucked into
obtaining equity loans to pay off their credit
card debt. While credit card interest may be
high, at least a credit card company cannot take
your house away from you.
These ads are very seductive. They say,
“Buy a new car, get an equity loan, and the
interest will be tax deductible.” There’s just
one hitch—if you can’t pay this loan, these
creditors can and will take your home. It is
rare for a mortgage lender to provide a plan to
“work it out”.
Due to this deceptive and tempting
advertising, there are going to be thousands of
foreclosures in the next two or three years,
especially in Texas, where home equity lending
has only recently become legal. Consumers
need to ask two questions when applying for
any type of loan: 1) Is this loan secured by my
house? and 2) If I’m not able to pay back the
money, is there a chance I will lose my home?
If the answers are yes, think long and hard
WHO HOLDS CONTROLLING
before you do it.
INTEREST IN THE
Thanks for letting me get this information
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM?
into a forum that can help educate a lot of
people. —C.B., Bellaire, Texas [End quoting]
From THE BULLETIN, Committee To
Homeowners better really need money badly
Restore The Constitution, 11/98: [quoting]
to even attempt to raise cash with this method.
“But, a Mr. R. E. McMaster, publisher of a The lenders will do their best to cause you not
newsletter, The Reaper, asked his Swiss and to pay on time.
Saudi Arabian contacts which banks hold
WAIT A MINUTE—
controlling interest in the Federal Reserve
FACE TRANSPLANTS?
System. This was the answer received, and I
quote, “Owner number one, Rothschild Banks of
From THE FINAL CALL, 10/16/98: [quoting]
London and Berlin; Owner number two, Lazard
John Baker, a plastic surgeon based in
Brothers Banks of Paris; Owner number three,
Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy; Owner number Louisville, Ky., is saying techniques similar to
f o u r , W a r b u r g B a n k o f H a m b u r g a n d those used in hand transplants may be useful for
A m s t e r d a m ; O w n e r n u m b e r f i v e , L e h m a n face transplants. By early next year, scientists
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will know whether hands can he taken from
cadavers (dead bodies) and attached to the limbs
of the living, he said. Around the same time,
doctors should know whether anti-rejection
drugs work, he said. If you can do a hand, a
face shouldn’t be too difficult, Dr. Baker said.
[End quoting]
LOW-COST

INFO

CARDS

From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, July
1998, [quoting:]
A new type of small, inexpensive data card
for a variety of portable electronic devices is
getting financial backing from Microsoft and
other large corporations. The draw: Because the
card and the device that reads it have no
moving parts, the system’s low power
requirements make battery operation feasible.
Developed by Ioptics Inc. of Bellevue,
Washington, the optical read-only memory
(OROM) cards have 128 megabytes of storage
capacity-while being smaller than a business
card. The card reader fits in a shirt pocket.
Ioptics envisions OROM being used for digital
maps and other types of prerecorded databases.
Rotating a disk to obtain data, as a
computer hard drive does, consumes a lot of
power. By contrast, the Ioptics reader uses very
little. OROM data is prerecorded on about
5,000 information patches per card. When a
card is inserted into the reader, it is aligned
over an array of LEDs. Each patch is assigned
a LED. When data is requested, the patch is
illuminated by the LED and the information
contained on the patch is projected onto the
reader’s image sensor. The sensor then converts
the image into digital data that can be used by
any device containing a computer processor.
Data access time is about 10 milliseconds,
roughly 10 times as fast as that of CD-ROMs.
Ioptics hopes to have a prototype reader
built this year and to start production late in
1999. [End quoting]
Some more very interesting technology.
RUSSIANS
FROM BIG

HOPE FOR LIGHT
MIRROR IN SPACE

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/24/98:
[quoting]
The Russian space agency is preparing to
launch a giant mirror into orbit to illuminate
Sun-starved northern cities, officials said Friday.
The Znamya, or Banner, will blast off with a
cargo ship headed to the Mir space station on
Sunday, and will be unraveled in February. The
mirror, about 100 feet in diameter, is a
membrane covered with a metal layer that, in
theory, would reflect sunlight onto some of the
chilly reaches of Russia during the long nights.
[End quoting]
[Comment by contributor:] If this is an
adjustable focus, parabolic mirror, the power
output from this is mind-boggling and one of
the most formidable weapons in existence.
“THE PEOPLE NEVER GIVE
UP THEIR LIBERTIES BUT
UNDER SOME DELUSION”
—Edmund Burke 1784
From GREAT ENDEAVORS NATION, P.O.
Box 33681, Phoenix, AZ 85067: [quoting]
One of those delusions is “I have money,
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they can’t hurt me! The man who set up
Hitler’s financial takeover of Germany, and then
other countries, had his fortune taken from him
even though his son was on the General Staff
of Hitler’s army. His son was soon relieved
because of Himmler’s coveting the fortune and
property and power of the Theissens. Both died
penniless.
Another delusion:
“I can hurt that guy who makes me feel
inferior (because of my own inferior feelings)
but I will not be hurt. I can stab him/her in
the back and get away with it, because the
‘thought police’ love rats.”
Then one day such scum wonder how they
ever got into the fix they have put themselves
in!
Why, because their friends are just like
them: “That be your problem, Baby!” —Marvin
Talmadge Manning [End quoting]
Yet most of the ones “near the top” think
it can’t happen to them and must learn the hard
way—greed knows no friendship.
100

MILLION
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TREE

MARCH

From GREAT ENDEAVORS NATION, P.O.
Box 33681, Phoenix, AZ 85067
I received a flyer on this project to
encourage people to join in a “100 Million Tree
March”. The flyer did not include a date, but
they certainly have a lofty goal. Even if you
don’t work in cooperation with this group you
can do your part by planting a few trees of your
own. Remember the trees give us oxygen plus
all of their other benefits.
It’s always wise to check out any group
before getting involved. —Dr. Al
WATCH

OUT

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/19/98: [quoting]
Sen. Max Cleland (D-Ga.) has introduced
legislation (S. 2449) that grants police greater
authority in seizing cash from anyone walking
around with more than $10,000. Cleland said
the bill “creates only a presumption that the
money is drug money.
Individuals have every opportunity to rebut
the government’s claim and get their money
back.” Opponents responded that the operative
words here are “get their money back”, and that
laws like these simply further the government’s
power to just take your property without
showing that any crime had been committed.
[End quoting]
I wonder how much he got paid-off for this
huge favor for the mobster police?
How much money and time do you think it
will cost you to fight the slim odds that you’ll
have of ever seeing your money again. It
probably will be divided and spent before you
can get to court.
DISPARITY
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/19/98: [quoting]
The top 10 percent of American households
own 98 Percent of the tax-exempt state and
local bonds, 94 percent of business assets and
95 percent of the value of all trusts. The
richest one percent own 60 percent of all
corporate stock, and 60 percent of all business
assets; while 90 percent of American families
have little or no assets. [End quoting]

T h i s r e a l l y t e l l s t h e t a l e o f w h a t i s depopulation plan!!
happening to this “Land Of The Free” where
AN ANGEL IN
slavery is the name of the elite’s game.
BO

IS

BACK

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/19/98: [quoting]
James “Bo” Gritz has apparently resumed his
daily radio show after he reportedly shot
himself several weeks ago. [End quoting]
It’s going to be interesting to see what
happens to “Bo” in the future.
SIDE

OLD FOES
AGAINST VOTERS,
FREE SPEECH

Summary of a SPOTLIGHT story, 10/26/98:
[paraphrasing]
Bob Dornan—a supposedly conservative excongressman—lost a vote fraud case against his
opponent, Liberal Democrat Loretta Sanchez, in
the last congressional race.
Several months back, Mr. Frogue—a local
college board member—would not go along with
the ADL to stop Michael Collins Piper from
speaking to the students about the Kennedy
assassination. The ADL then tried to have him
fired, but as of my latest knowledge has not
succeeded.
But when the ADL pressure was applied, the
“good conservative Dornan” joined with his
liberal opponent—who he claims stole the
election from him—to fight with the ADL to
FIGHT AGAINST FREE SPEECH! [End
paraphrasing]
They do eventually show their colors—don’t
they??
USING

EMOTION

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, letter to
editor, 10/20/98: [quoting]
I AM outraged. Two Oct. 14 letters tried
to make the point that, somehow, if you are
morally opposed to homosexuality and
politically opposed to the gay political agenda
you are culpable for the tragic death of gay
student Matthew Shepard. To equate being
opposed to the gay political agenda with
advocating violence against gays is illogical,
irresponsible, narrow-minded and, dare I say,
hate-filled and mean-spirited.
Using the emotions of this tragedy for
political gain is a typical tactic of the gay-rights
movement, to force its narrow views on the
majority of Americans who are simply opposed
to special treatment for a lifestyle we see as
morally wrong. —Joe Cardamone, Melbourne
[End quoting]
FLU

SHOTS

$10

Regarding an ECKERD DRUG STORE AD,
10/98: [quoting]
The ad touts that they will give you (with
your flu shot) a coupon book with over $350 in
savings; FREE Eckerd Daily Impact
Multivitamin sampler 7-pk. and $1 off coupon;
FREE Tylenol samples.
Shots are FREE with valid Medicare Part B.
[End quoting]
Anytime the elite push these shots to this
extent you can bet that they are not good for
your health. They must be behind in their

THE

CAVE

From
the
INTERNET,
<hollowearth@onelist.com>, 10/23/98: [quoting]
Cherry H.: Many many years ago, when I
was a child of age five, my family decided to
stop and have lunch at a near cave on the side
of Mt. Shasta. The year was 1946 (yeah, I’m
57). Mom & Dad were preparing lunch, and
my sisters explored the trees and pretty rocks.
But I was fascinated by the small cave. It had
two chambers, both small. I began hearing a
musical voice calling me, using my name.
I noticed a small hole at the bottom of one
wall, and from the hole glowed a bright blue
light. I crawled through the small opening and
saw a lovely glowing lady. I thought she must
be an angel. She sat on one of the large
boulders, her feet touching another smaller one.
She called me to come closer and listen to
her. Her voice sounded like chimes. It felt
like time disappeared as I listened to her
message.
Suddenly, far away, I heard Mother’s voice
calling me. The Blue Angel said, “Go, but do
not let them go yet, they must stay for awhile.
Tell them that they MUST take a picture. They
MUST!”
I crawled back through the hole; my parents
were frantic, telling me that I was lost for an
hour, and they were frightened and worried.
I ate a quick sandwich and then as we were
about to get into the car, I remembered the Blue
Angel’s warning.
I have always been a good child, never
creating a scene, but this time I fought them,
insisting that they take my picture at the cave.
They finally agreed. As Dad took the picture,
a logging truck roared by, out of control.
Leaving the cave area we started the
downhill drive down from the mountain. As we
turned a curve on the road, we saw a terrible
accident, caused by that truck. We stopped to
offer assistance until the police arrived. It was
then that my folks realized that if they had left
the cave when they planned then we would have
been in the middle of that accident.
Over the years I have tried and tried to
recall the message of that the Blue Angel. I
know now that when the time is “right” I will
know all of it.
I have spent my life searching for the
answers for the mystery of the subterranean
world. I have explored caves and caverns in
many countries, spent 35 years in researching
the UFO mystery. One thing always gets
connected to the UFO story: the underground
world.
I have been blessed and sheltered throughout
my life. I was educated by robed Unknown
Beings between the ages 10 through 20.
I have lived through five major car accidents
(I was never at fault; it was drunk drivers, and
federal employees who nearly killed me via car
wrecks). I have struggled through a crippling
stroke that the doctors said would leave me as
a vegetable. But I never give up. I have fully
recovered and I have been protected through it
all. [End quoting]
Another fascinating story of how God’s
angels look after us and prepare many of us for
future jobs here on Earth as the planetary
transition accelerates.
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Serapis Bey: High Frequency
Equals Greater Opportunities
10/31/98

SERAPIS

BEY

Greetings, old friend! It is I, Serapis Bey,
Master Teacher of the Fourth (crystal clear)
Aspect of Creator’s spectral expression. I
represent the fulcrum or balance point between
the first three and the last three Aspects whom
you ones commonly refer to as the Ascended
Masters.
I
prefer
the
direct
approach
to
communicating my messages, and therefore I
am less “colorful” than are some of my
compatriots. Please do not be disturbed if my
bluntness comes across too strongly.
Your world has entered the cleansing
phase of the Great Transition. This is a
purification of sorts which will ensure that
the like-minded, high-frequency beings of
proper attunement and preparation will
evolve as caretakers along with your
planetary orb, Earth-Shan.
The evolving conditions of frequency
increase will not be suitable for low-frequency
energy systems. Many of you are finding that
inner stress is building at an ever increasing
rate and those “minor” annoyances that caused
subtle irritation even a year ago will likely
make you physically ill in a very short time
this day. The ever increasing frequency of the
Earth-Shan planetary system is causing many a
“rational” person to do quite “insane” acts.
There are, indeed, many reasons for this,
not the least of which is the susceptibility of
the physical body to damaging man-made
electromagnetic pulse-wave frequencies,
deliberate biological attacks, and various mindcontrol media propaganda. All of these are
designed to place and keep ones in a lowenergy, low-frequency state.
How, you may be asking, can I keep my
frequency and energy level up?
First and foremost is to catch yourself as
soon as possible when you notice that you are
feeling stress, frustration, anger, or any sort of
negative feelings, and realize that you do NOT
have to be in that low-frequency state. Also,
appreciate that these same low-frequency
feeling-indicators serve you as a very
sophisticated (yet simple to utilize) bio-feedback
mechanism.
Recognize that these low-frequency states
disconnect you from the Infinite Creative
Source, and that there is rarely if ever a truly

productive thought or idea to be had while in
such a state. As you move out of the anger,
frustration, or apathy, and into a higherfrequency range, you will begin to open up
again the energy-flow pathway (the natural
position is wide open) and thus create a
condition of greater potential for receiving
inspirational ideas and thoughts.
Grief-stricken persons will usually walk
around in a semi-conscious state, not fully
aware of what they are doing. Why? Because
this state is such a complete polar opposite to
that of the Higher Self (the soul-you). One
will become almost completely disconnected
from Source due to the effects of such a low
vibrational frequency. Severe apathy can also
result in death or near-death conditions of the
body-vehicle as a result of this nearly constant
disconnect (lack of Life Force) resulting from
that low-frequency state.
The non-physical aspect of YOU (the REAL
YOU) knows that there is nothing truly bad or
negative which warrants lingering in such a
low-frequency vibration. As your frequency
lowers, you become more and more irrational,
desperate, and disconnected from Source.
Usually this state will cause a rapid downward
spiral of impacting negativity. If that negative
state becomes chronic, you can become
seriously ill (especially cancers and heart
troubles) and eventually disconnect completely
from the body—resulting in death of the
body.
We in the non-physical realms witness many
a potential Ground Crew member sliding into
these lower-frequency ranges. This is most
often due to the dwelling upon feelings of
frustration and/or apprehension. Many of you
will lapse into these lower-vibrational
frequencies in a subtle manner on a regular
basis. The regularity begins to breed comfort
through familiarity, and then you ones will
often begin to look for justifications for anger,
frustration, or grief. You can justify this
situation as much as you like, however the
facts remain that you become disconnected from
Source, and thus BY CHOICE you move away
from the natural state of your true (Higher)
self. The result is inner pain and needless
suffering.
These kinds of downward-spiraling
habits, when you insist upon holding onto
their “comfort”, will only serve to leave

you behind and disable you as a
viable participant
in
the
unfolding
growth opportunity available in the coming
years.
There is no need to justify your anger,
guilt, or frustrations! Do you hear ones trying
to defend their joy and justify their happiness?
Not too often—and if you do, it is because
they are feeling guilty about something else
that happened in their earlier experiences.
Your natural state is one of happiness and
joy, for you are all born of that common
vibration. THE CREATIVE PROCESS IS OF
THE HIGHEST FREQUENCIES, AND THUS
YOU WERE ALL CREATED IN THIS PURE,
HIGH FREQUENCY STATE OF DESIRE. This
leaves an imprint, a “genetic”-type of signature
that in essence IS you.
From a high-frequency state you cannot feel
down or upset.
Yet most of you find
yourselves in these lower emotional states of
doubt and worry and such. Why is this?
Again we get right back to very
fundamental spiritual concepts: YOU have
allowed yourself to slip into these lower
emotional states, and then you will generally
deny (to yourself and to others) that YOU had
anything to do with it—it “just happened”.
NOTHING “just happens”! There is reason
for all that happens and for all that is.
Self discipline is the key to recognizing and
understanding how it is that YOU got yourself
to where you are this day.
If you are
continually happy and excited about life and
living, then this is because you have learned to
stay connected to Source despite the conditions
and vibrations of others. You will also be the
ones who will still be able to function quite
nicely as the planet and all of her many
inhabitants go through the Transformation. You
will be the ones who will rebuild and bring
forth the ideals of “Heaven” and manifest them,
in the physical, on Earth.
Among other challenges of this Great
Planetary Transformation, there will be
traumatic events which will cause many an
“innocent” person to die (leave the physical).
You will need to be firmly grounded in your
spiritual understanding that this dying is
merely the stoppage of functioning of the
physical apparatus—and not the end of the
soul being.
This situation is much like when you get
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out of your car (vehicle) and shut off the
motor. It will stop functioning and just sit
there, still and non-moving. But the vehicle
is not you! If you neglect (stay away from)
the vehicle for too long, the battery will
drain, the tires will rot, rust will seize the
engine, and eventually the car will never work
again.
So what. You can always go and get into
another new car and drive it around for
awhile. Just don’t get too attached to that
“car”, again, because it is not you!
The point here is that you who appreciate
these messages will need to draw upon your
understanding of the Natural Laws of the
universe. Through such Inner Knowing you
will be able to maintain your certainty that,
though some of these coming experiences may
be uncomfortable, each souled being had an
opportunity to play a unique high-frequency
role in this growth and evolution event. Only
those who where disciplined enough to
see the value of keeping in a high-frequency
state will be around after the completion of the
cycle.
Learn to be able to observe severe (lowfrequency) conditions without matching
frequency with the condition. This is not an
easy task, for most of you are far more
empathic than you realize.
If you see a small child being yelled at in
a public place, most of you would sooner get
upset for the “poor” child, who you may view
as a victim of “bad” parents. Would it not be
more productive to you, and eventually to the
child, if you could view such an incident and
simply send an uplifting thought (prayer)
toward both the parents and the child, that they
might both grow in understanding of who they
are and why they have chosen one another for
their current challenges?
This is being in the world but NOT
becoming a part of the low-frequency aspect of
the world that only serves to disconnect you
from Source. You each came forth wanting to
be a high-frequency, high-energy up-lifter, and
to create a high-frequency environment and
show others how to do same.
You can only do this if YOU, yourself, are
able to consistently maintain a high-frequency
state. You then attract others (resources) into
your experience who radiate the same highfrequency state, and then there will be the
necessary momentum generated to bring forth
and manifest this desire.
The bottom line is: recognize the true
Nature and Potential of your being, and
bring this high-frequency aspect out in all
situations, despite the apparent negativity of
the situation. In doing so, you become the
Light in the darkness, the calm amidst the
confusion, and the one who will afford others
a greater opportunity to grow.
Y o u a r e all t h e p r o d u c t o f C r e a t o r ’ s
perfection! Feel, understand, and KNOW
this!
I am Serapis Bey. I come as Teacher,
Guide, and Friend to all who desire to have
same. I am borne of the Light and I come as
Representative of the Fourth Aspect of Creator
God’s spectral expression. It is my nature to
be direct and to-the-point in my teaching so
that ones can more easily appreciate the beauty
and simplicity of Creator’s Lighted Thought.
Salu!
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Don’t Trust Washington With
TRUST FUNDS
[Continued

from

Many Americans have begun to understand
Social Security’s accounting subterfuge. Its
trust fund comprises nothing more than
nonmarketable Treasury securities. The fund is
credited with these IOUs as excess Social
Security tax revenues are spent. What most
Americans don’t understand, however, is how
the Social Security rip-off is only part of a
much larger scam.
There are various ways to put this
misrepresentation into perspective. One way is
to compare the $70 billion budget surplus being
claimed for fiscal 1998 to the simultaneous
$112 billion increase in the national debt.
Another telling view of this curious
phenomenon is offered by a recent
Congressional Budget Office analysis. It shows
that of the $1.75 trillion in national debt now
held by government accounts, only $736 billion
is debt owed to the Social Security trust fund.
The remaining 60 percent or so is owed to
accounts other than Social Security.
A third way of looking at this bogus system
is to focus on the handling of a trust fund
unknown to most Americans. This perspective
is important because it speaks to the claim of
the system’s defenders. Their defense holds
that even if Social Security’s IOUs are only
government promises to pay, it’s unthinkable
that Washington wouldn’t honor those promises.
A story in Tuesday’s Investor’s Business
Daily about the unemployment insurance trust
fund may cause these
defenders to think again.
It reveals, as well as
anecdotal evidence can, the
extent of Washington’s
fiscal chicanery.
Employers pay a tax
rate of 0.8 percent on the
first $7,000 of each
employee’s wages to fund
state
employment
assistance programs that
are closely supervised by
the federal government.
The tax, which will raise
$6 billion this year, is
kept at its present level
even though the program’s
trust fund has swelled to
$23 billion.
The
trust
fund
continues to grow, the
story relates, because

Front

Page]

Washington sends less than 60 percent of the
collected tax receipts back to the states to help
the jobless.
The revenue from this dedicated tax is like
all other such programs including Social
Security,
highway
construction,
air
transportation and the like. The money not
spent on its intended purpose goes to pay for
unrelated budget items. The trust fund gets a
Treasury IOU, which has no economic value
except as a claim against government.
Why have all these other trust funds beyond
Social Security’s grown to $1 trillion-plus worth
of IOUs? Washington used the surplus revenue
as a cash cow—earlier to make deficits seem
smaller, and now to create the illusion of
surplus.
Washington has two honest choices here. It
can reduce the burden of the dedicated tax, or
it can spend all revenues as intended. It does
neither. It applies some revenue toward its
dedicated purpose and confiscates the rest. It
then uses an accounting pretense to create the
impression that the money was only borrowed
from its intended beneficiaries rather than
misappropriated.
The way trust funds have been handled is
convincing proof that Washington can’t be
trusted to do the right thing. Thus, who’s to
say political leaders won’t shortchange Social
Security when the promises made on behalf of
its trust fund must be kept?
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View From Malaysia

Watch Who Meddles
In Economic Affairs
10/30/98 #1

HATONN

TALK ABOUT TOTAL
AND AUDACIOUS B.S.!
With a Global Alliance team still in Malaysia
the IMF is making a frantic attempt to divert
what is taking place among the intelligent leaders
of this Southeastern Asian sector.
Not only is there a hyped-up effort to bring
chaos and street-rioting for the overthrow of Dr.
Mahathir’s government, but there is a thrust
through media-IMF garbage factoring.
MALAYSIA CAN DO THE JOB FOR THE
ENTIRE AREA. AND HERE IS WHERE THE
TERROR WITHIN THE WORLD ORDER
RANKS IS SHOWING ITS COLORS—BEFORE
THE APEC MEETINGS STARTING ON THE
12TH OF NOVEMBER AND RUNNING
THROUGH THE 18TH. IF THE ASIAN
PROBLEM OF CURRENCY AND FUNDING
RESOURCES CAN BE RESOLVED PRIOR TO
THAT MEETING, THE IMF AND ITS HOLD
OVER THE WORLD IN THIS GEOGRAPHIC
LOCATION—AND PROBABLY GLOBALLY—
IS FINISHED, OVER, DISSOLVED.
Let me example:
[QUOTING, New Straits Times, Business
Sec., Thurs., Oct. 29, 1998:]
MALAYSIA’S CONTROLS
MAY DELAY REFORMS,
SAYS IMF
Singapore: Malaysia’s currency exchange rate
controls may delay the implementation of
reforms needed in the other parts of the country’s
economy, an International Monetary Fund deputy
director said.
[H: Say what? What “reforms” might this
self-proclaimed director of nations’ economies
have in mind? Malaysia has had the most
progressive nation and economy in the current
half century. What reforms? Could this be
panic-time that the IMF can’t insert IT’S
FORMS OF CONTROL IF MALAYSIA
HOLDS ITS STRENGTH? THINK VERY
CAREFULLY ABOUT THIS BECAUSE THIS
IS EXACTLY WHAT IT MEANS.]
“We are concerned that the imposition of
controls may tend to delay the reforms that are
needed in other parts of the economy,” IMF
deputy director of research Flemming Larsen said
at a presentation of the fund’s World Economic

Outlook,
THE
IMF’S
FLAGSHIP
PUBLICATION.
He said while the fund was not opposed to
capital controls “we are concerned about the
imposition of controls in the midst of a crisis”,
adding that the impact was to weaken investor
confidence.
“For a very successful economy like
Malaysia, the imposition of currency (exchange
rate) controls may be viewed by foreign investors
as casting doubt on the openness of the country
to the rest of the world.”
[H: No, just to the IMF strangulators. If
Malaysia simply goes forth with its planned
Asian Alliance, which includes an Asian
Monetary Fund (AMF), there will be no need
to consider problems, for investors will pour
in, pleading to do business here—and if not,
the nation can build its own wealth and
strength for FREE and get their own currency
and that of the neighboring nations’
currencies based on solid value. There will
be no stronger nation in the world nor any
as stable as the circle of coalition nations in
association in an alliance based on truth and
value instead of on the currencies such as the
U.S., BASED ON NO VALUE AT ALL, SAVE
A PRINTING PRESS!]
Larsen said the IMF’s hopes were that
Malaysia would succeed in tackling its economic
problems. [H: Bunko B.S.!]
He said the fund expects Malaysia to recover
from the crisis in line with the recovery in the
rest of crisis-hit Asia.
Larsen projected the economies of Korea and
Thailand would bottom out in the first and
second quarters of next year and recovery would
be underway by mid-year.
He said Malaysia’s projection of one per cent
gross domestic product growth in 1999 was
realistic. The Malaysian Government had
forecast the economy would shrink 4.8 per cent
this year after growing 7.7 per cent in 1997.
He said at this stage, the chances of a
recovery in Malaysia would be dependent on its
pursuit of economic reform and also what
happens in global economies.
Larsen said Malaysia had started into the
crisis with “somewhat better pre-conditions than
the other countries and it had some breathing
space to tackle some of its problems”. [H:
Anyone want to consider just HOW IT
STARTS OFF IN A BETTER POSITION?
RIGHT!
BECAUSE
OF
STRONG
LEADERSHIP IN THE FACE OF THE IMF,
POLITICAL ASSAULTS, AND THREATS

FROM THE NEW WORLD ORDER
THROUGH
THE
IMF-CONTROLLED
CENTRAL BANKS OF JUST ABOUT EVERY
NATION KNOWN TO MAN.]
He added, however, that at the time Malaysia
did not make use of this “breathing space”. [H:
Oh? And just what does he believe Malaysia
was doing—other than making use of the
time? I sincerely believe he will EAT THOSE
WORDS BEFORE THIS IS OVER. THE
NEXT STATEMENT IS THE CAKE ICING,
HOWEVER:]
“There’s a good chance they will be making
good use of the (new) breathing space, but it’s
difficult to say at this stage.” — Reuters
[END QUOTING]
We must break this at this point so that it
can be gotten to the appropriate people timely.
I shall continue later. Salu.
* * *
To now continue:
In the event that we find ourselves busy later
in the day, we should try diligently to get some
information off to the paper. To bring the focus
to our own circumstances is one thing but we
must not overlook the pressures brought to bear
on our hosts in this area.
It appears that there is no way to confirm
anything published in the public media papers
for there will be contradiction of each statement
within the same paper.
We need to acknowledge that, as the trial of
Anwar looms closer, there is more than
contradiction—there is outright fabrication in
order to play at war games without actually
shedding blood for the blood-letting is still
basically on “hold”.
I would like to assure all interested parties
that Mr. Anwar is in perfectly wonderful health
and no policeman gave him any “black-eye”. If
Mr. Anwar has “blackened eyes” it is a reflection
of his character.
You can see what is taking place through
what is going on in the area and within the
political circles as people with no business in
Maylasia keep showing up and butting into
something within which they have absolutely no
business.
Let us take up Chris Patten who was running
Hong Kong at the time of its turnover to China.
SUDDENLY he has a trip to peddle and push a
book? I can see that pushing a book in Hong
Kong is one thing, but to be involved with his
“good friend Anwar’s plight” is a reflection of
the probable lack of truth in his own version of
Hong Kong’s business. But, why should he even
comment on the internal affairs of a nation so
removed from his own as to be in a separate
hemisphere? Interesting? Oh, I believe it to be
far more important than merely “interesting”.
Mr. Patten has stated to world media that
Anwar was “beaten to a pulp”. Say what? At
worst Mr. Anwar had a shadow under one of his
eyes which could have been from his glasses
pressing on his face, his nose being bumped
(although there was no bloody nose), or any
number of things from hitting a car seat to
bumping into a door or hitting anything if he
stooped over to pick up something. It is obvious
that the incident happened BEFORE incarceration
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because the bruise was on the wane at appearance
time only a few days later. If one didn’t have
the bruise pointed out to them, and with Anwar’s
glasses, it would never have been noted nor
noticed. “Beaten to a pulp” would certainly
encourage readers to believe that there should at
least be whip marks here and there, or at the
least, too tight handcuffs? NOTHING! The
point I wish to make is, however, that Chris
Patten the international (NOW) author and
authority—from London—claims his good friend
was “beaten to a pulp” and his wife “terrorized”!
His wife has been out in an effort to rally the
Anwar troops to incite riots. She may well claim
to want no violence or insurgency—but her
actions and press releases indicate a concerted
effort to topple the government in Malaysia.
Even Anwar “claims” to want no violence—
while doing everything in his power to rally
rabble to riot and seizure. And people, this man
was caught dead to rights in his activities. He
has cost billions of dollars and ringgets in the
mess with Soros and the IMF wherein, in those
transactions, he was able to personally siphonoff millions of dollars into and through off-shore
conduits. These people are TRAINED TO LIE,
confound it—just like Clinton lies, and their own
clandestine oaths to cover for one another are
obvious in all these encounters. This man was
caught in his banking dealings (he was
FINANCE MINISTER) and he was CAUGHT
WITH HIS LOVERS IN SODOMY WITH A
MAN. IN THIS COUNTRY THIS IS AGAINST
THE LAWS OF THE LAND—UNLAWFUL! IT
IS
UNLAWFUL
EVERYWHERE
BUT
IGNORED, APPARENTLY, IN THE U.S.A.,
BRITAIN, AND OTHER WESTERN PORTS-O’CALL.
Perhaps more insulting to the
intelligence of the nation here is as it should be
in the U.S. where a wife actually is caused to
defend her spouse for being so abused by him.
Well, power and the desire to remain in power
is quite a push as you might guess—and this
lady of Anwar’s stands to end up in prison as
well as Anwar. This is the same thing that
should be taking place with Mrs. Clinton, if
indeed, there was any concern about the laws of
the land, the Constitution, or the moral stability
of a nation where leaders are teaching children
that immorality, crime and lying, cheating and
stealing are the call of the day.
I would reprint a “Letter of the Day” from
New Straits Times, today, Oct. 30, 1998:
[QUOTING:]
PATTEN IGNORANT
OF FACTS
IN ANWAR’S CASE
Somebody must wake Chris Patten up from
his dream as Britain no longer rules the waves.
He must realize that Englishmen are no longer
the colonial masters and that its colonies,
including Malaysia, are now sovereign nations.
It must have shattered Patten’s heart to be
the last Englishman to hand over a colony to its
rightful owner. Perhaps, too, he has not
recovered from the trauma of having to hand
over Hong Kong to China. He may still harbour
the desire to see the West re-colonizing the East
once again.
[H: Well, it happened in
America—why not in Hong Kong and the
other parts as East and West come out of the
OPIUM (AS IN DRUGS) WARS.]
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This is what I gather when reading his
article, “We must defend the Finance Minister
with a black eye” which was published in the
Independent on Sunday (Oct. 11).
Hence ignoring the British tradition of fair
play, Patten decided to champion former Finance
Minister Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim who is facing
charges of corruption and sodomy, hoping he can
arouse the Western leaders to side with him. [H:
And pray tell, what do any “Western” leaders
have to do with the LAWS in Malaysia? My
goodness, especially if you are going to sort
of depend on the United Nations to gain
stature—when you in the U.S. and/or
BRITAIN have not so much as paid dues to
said organization. How can you tolerate the
gross international arrogance? Oh well!]
Patten was quick to assume that the charges
laid against Anwar were trumped up. That he
could make such an assumption only reflects the
possibility that such practices may be common
in his country. The normal reaction would be
to wait for the evidence to be produced in court
and for the judge to pass judgment.
Patten may not know this, but the
Government of Malaysia ordered a thorough
investigation into the alleged beating-up of
Anwar while under detention. Prime Minister
Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad was reported
in the media as saying that a thorough
investigation would be carried out and if there
was evidence those responsible would be charged
in an open court.
But, to paint a picture of Anwar “beaten to
a pulp” sounded like a British joke. Perhaps,
Patten should see those picture of Anwar taken
recently.
It is also funny that Patten claimed Anwar’s
wife has been terrorized. It is funny for someone
who Patten claimed was terrorized to still go
shopping with her daughter. Anwar’s wife was
quoted by a foreign wire service as having said
she was going shopping with her daughter at
Malaysia’s major shopping complex recently
when she came across a group of Anwar’s
supporters demonstrating for his release. [H:
Hummnnnn, and how is your day going?]
The “terrorized” wife was seen shaking hands
with her husband’s supporters along a busy road
in Kuala Lumpur.
Patten also wrote in the article that Anwar
said the right things, he did the right thing, too.
For his information, Anwar told CNBC, a TV
station, that he had conducted two DNA tests to
prove that he did not father any illegitimate
child. It turned out to be a lie because he later
admitted he had not had the test. [H: And
WHY have not Clinton’s illigitimate children/
child been brought before the executioner—
oh yes, indeed, he has! He has a child that
was sold to exile early in his Presidency, by a
Black woman. It is reported that the child,
at least, is in Australia in “cover” and the
whereabouts of the mother is not being
revealed. How do these people cover so well
that which is actually media-printed NEWS?
Perhaps Starr didn’t do his job well after all,
for there is no, seemingly, mention of drug
use or trade or any of the other criminal
activities of the man in point—even at such
gatherings, with George Bush, as the
Bohemian Grove annual bash, past and
present—where the boys go for a bit of fun
and games. And THIS MAN, CLINTON, is
planning to come and butt into the affairs of
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Malaysia on behalf of the criminal himself?
How dare you allow this bundle of corruption
to come to this beautiful place! Keep him and
his attachments in the U.S. where corruption
is an acceptable commodity of the day’s
business. I think you-the-people would find
DNA results of some of these “little
temptations” resulting in production of whole
offspring to be even more interesting than
DNA “material” on a blue cocktail dress of a
little intern romping about in the White House
as part of her own seduction training to share
with mommy dearest.]
It is indeed amusing that Patten thinks Anwar
has been for years the deserved darling of the
international financial community. I cannot
share Patten’s view on this because as a
Malaysian, I find his financial policies shocking,
especially when the economy contracted by 6.8
per cent in the second quarter of this year.
Before Anwar became the Finance Minister, the
ringget was RM2.52 to one US dollar. Under
his tenure it was RM3.80 and had even gone
down to RM4.88.
Also, during his term, Bank Negara lost
RM30 BILLION dabbling in the foreign
exchange market and another RM3.80 BILLION
in defending the Ringgit. The Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange saw RM600 BILLION being
wiped out and the INTEREST RATES WERE
PUSHED UP TO 24 PER CENT CAUSING
SEVERE
LIQUIDITY
CRUNCH
AND
CRIPPLING INDUSTRIES.
Incidentally,
Malaysia’s per capita income also contracted
from US$5,000 to US$2,000, a loss of US$60
BILLION and the banks now need RM16
BILLION for recapitalization. Maybe, Patten
would like to invite Anwar to be his financial
adviser? [H: Yes, and these are JUST THE
THINGS YOU KNOW ABOUT! WHERE IS
ALL THAT IMF MONEY? WHAT OF
THOSE
“OFF-SHORE”
ACCOUNTS,
PROBABLY NOW EMPTY OR MOVED?]
Patten must have been hoodwinked into
believing that Anwar is actually fighting
corruption and nepotism. At the last Umno
general assemply, it was revealed that his own
father and family members were beneficiaries of
shares allocated by the Government to
Bumiputeras.
His friends were awarded
Government privatized projects.
Patten must have forgotten or the news was
not conveyed to him about Anwar’s arrest when
Queen Elizabeth was visiting the country, and
to close the 16th Commonwealth Games. His
arrest had nothing to do with the charges laid
against him, but was related to inciting his
supporters to riot. He timed the demonstration
to get the maximum international coverage. The
Queen was praying in a church next to an open
space where he incited his supporters to riot.
This was to enable the cameras accompanying
the Queen to switch to him.
Having successfully achieved his objective
there, Anwar then left for home where he videotaped a message meant for his children that he
was going to be arrested under the Internal
Security Act. For Patten’s information, his
children were sitting before him when the
message was taped. The message was, of course,
delivered to a foreign TV station where it was
broadcast.
If this is the man Patten wants the Western
leaders to defend, we Malaysians would like to
say good luck. A man who places his personal
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interest above that of his own people has no year.
place in Malaysia.
Taken together, the investment returns and
—Hairu Hamat, Sha Alam Soros’ response in recent days show that even
one of the world’s pre-eminent investors—who
[END OF QUOTING]
has made billions of dollars out of inspired and
well-informed speculation in world financial
It is difficult for me to watch the news markets—has taken something of a battering this
having been usurped in this very place—by the year, not least because of the severe downturn
controlled media of the World Elite. How could in emerging markets.
it have happened with such subtle acceptance that
Earlier this year, the Soros Group said it had
nations around the globe could fall under the lost about US$2 billion (RM7.6 billion) in
absolute hand of such press and media power as Russia, which defaulted on its debts in August.
to let only a couple of controlled networks do
In an Oct. 23 letter to shareholders in
such a number on you-the-people and then laugh Q u a n t u m f u n d s , S o r o s t o l d i n v e s t o r s t h a t
it off as if it were the “lark of the day”.
Nicholas Roditi, his star fund manager of recent
Next comes the inability to even gather years, would “take a termporary medical leave
together nations in the same location to have of absence”, that Quantum proposes to merge
private meetings on possible solutions without two of its funds—Quasar International and
the international wags getting input and involved. Quantum Industrial Holdings—and that it would
How can a nation offer solutions only to be close Quantum Emerging Growth, which had lost
thwarted by the very liars and cheats bringing 31.16 per cent of its value as of last Thursday.
The Soros funds, which are incorporated in
forth the problem in the first place? Well, it
looks pretty desperate to me, readers, when the Curacao, in the Netherlands Antilles, may be
guns such as Kissinger, Soros, and little boy sold only to non-US investors.
But their performances are widely watched
Billy mess in the mud-pies. Does the New
World Order have problems perchance? I w o r l d - w i d e , n o t l e a s t b e c a u s e o f S o r o s ’
reputation as a canny investor.
certainly do hope so!
Do world leaders KNOW about these tricks?
They generally charge a management fee of
Of course, but they are so corruption-involved one per cent of assets and carry an incentive fee
themselves that they are worse than nothing in of 20 per cent of profits earned.
defense of their own nations—for they are the
The minimum investment is generally
problems within their own nations. If, for hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Stanley Druckenmiller, chief investment
instance, you actually shot all of the traitors and
treasonists in Washington D.C., just to name one strategist for Soros Fund Management, the
place—there would be no politicians left in the company that oversees Quantum Group, will
city. It reminds me of Sodom and Gomorrah— temporarily take over Roditi’s responsibilities for
not one good man could be found to stop the overseeing much of the management of the Quota
destruction. Actually, I call you the Viagra and Quasar funds, Soros’ letter said.
Antoine Bernheim, the publisher of the US
generation—in hopes you screw yourselves to
death if that’s what grabs you because in the Off-shore Funds Directory, a listing of hedge
midst of the fall of a planet to think of diddling funds, characterized SOROS FUNDS’ RETURNS
around under the covers is obscene, in my S O F A R T H I S Y E A R A S “ A R E C E N T
AGAINST
AN
opinion. I’m confident that if Caesar had had D I S A P P O I N T M E N T ”
Viagra he would have diddled instead of fiddled “OUTSTANDING LONGSTANDING RECORD”.
That record owes much to Roditi, a London
while Rome was destroyed.
And what of George Soros? Now, there is money manager who hails from southern Africa
another interesting personality who is about as and who closely guards his privacy.
popular here in Malaysia as the Dengue Fever
Reached at his office in the north London
outbreak. I’m sure good ol’ Anwar is his borough of Hampstead last year, Roditi refused
personal buddy also. Is it not strange how many requests for interviews with the phrase “I don’t
“good ol’ buddies” a Finance Minister has? talk to journalists”. He routinely asks friends
SORT OF LIKE GREENSPAN?
not to talk about him to the media.
But what of Soros in his own businesses
He suffered a life-threatening illness some
these days? It is hard to tell, because to play years ago, described on Monday as tuberculosis
the game as well as these Hounds of Hell, it is b y f r i e n d s w h o s p o k e o n t h e c o n d i t i o n o f
impossible to believe anything you see or hear. anonymity.
However, the word in the press just day before
“He did not look well,” one executive said
yesterday was stating that “poor” little George on Monday who saw Roditi last week when the
was having poor returns. Aw shucks!
Soros manager visited New York.
Example?
“We simply do not know how long his
absence will be,” Shawn Pattison, a spokesman
[QUOTING, New Straits Times, Oct. 28, for Soros Fund Management, said on Monday in
1998:]
a written answer to questions about Roditi.
“It is Roditi’s hope, as well as ours here at
SOROS’ FUNDS SHOWING
Soros Fund Management, that it will be of a
POOR RETURNS
short duration,” he wrote. Pattison’s note said
Rotiti “has been Soros Fund Management’s most
George Soros, one of the world’s most trusted adviser”.
famous investors, is making several changes at
Pattison said on Monday that Roditi would
his Quantum Group of mutual funds after poor not answer journalists’ questions.
investment returns in the recent months of global
The Quota fund, which Roditi manages, has
financial turmoil, with some funds showing declines seen a 13.64 per cent decline in its value as of
of more than 15 per cent so far this year.
last Thursday, according to Pattison.
One fund, which Soros is proposing to close,
That decline reflects “the recent market
has lost more than 30 per cent of its value this turmoil”, Pattison said. Recent months aside,
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Quota has turned in high returns.
In 1997, it earned 49.3 per cent; in 1996 81.9
per cent, and in 1995 it earned a staggering
159.4 per cent.
Speaking last year, Bernheim said that Quota
“has been the most successful hedge fund over
the five years 1992 to 1996, with an annual
compound return of 56.6 per cent”.
Discussing Roditi’s strategy then, he said:
“He takes very large positions on his convictions.
When it works, it produces spectacular returns.”
But this year has not been such a good one
for many investors, including the Soros funds.
Soros’ flagship, the Quantum fund, was up
4.3 per cent as of last Thursday and now has
US$8.7 billion under management, including
deferred fees, Pattison said on Monday.
Last year it made 17.2 per cent, in 1996 it
was down 1.5 per cent and in 1995 it earned 39
per cent.
Quantum Industrial Holdings, with assets of
about US$2 billion, saw a 19 per cent fall in its
value as of last Thursday, according to Soros
Fund Management. That compares poorly with
returns of 49.8 per cent in 1995, 16.6 per cent
in 1996 and 21.9 per cent in 1997.
The Quasar fund, meanwhile, has lost 18.8
per cent of its value this year, with assets of
US$969 MILLION AS OF LAST Thursday.
That compares with returns of eight per cent
last year, 8.5 per cent in 1996 and 47.5 percent
in 1995.
This year’s lacklustre performance at
Quantum Emerging Growth, which had US$1.5
billion under management as of last week,
contrasts starkly with the fund’s high returns of
22.3 per cent in 1997, 37.9 per cent in 1996 and
21.6 per cent in 1995.
While the emerging markets have not been
kind to Soros, some significant US investments
have not gone well, either.
The Soros funds, for example, have invested
in Waste Management Inc, the Houston waste
company, which has performed poorly. Pattison
declined to comment on that investment on
Monday. — NYT
[END OF QUOTING]
What about the thousands of people in these
funds? There is no mention about what happens
to those as companies are closed and losses are
absorbed. It is as if the RTC is again at work—
and just after wiping out billions of dollars and
thousands or hundreds of thousands of people’s
property—“Oops, it’s all gone, and we all fall
down!” No, the big bad wolves do NOT fall
down—only you little chickens in the coop are
caught in the “oops” wringout.
And why do you suppose that RIGHT NOW
when things are so rough out in the hinterlands—
such as Soros and Kissinger get top billing in
foreign press and media? And, oh yes indeed,
it is a fact that within the past few days there is
a full quarter-page from Kissinger hitting the
IMF and suggesting major changes in same.
Kissinger? What has Kissinger to do with
ANYTHING about the world government, the US
government, or any other government? Kissinger
WAS a political appointee of an administration
now gone from power—or is it gone from
power? Kissinger Associates will be found in
every questionable place where business is done.
Remember that Kissinger is even a high-level
participant in American Express, not to mention
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the running of nations—i.e. planned and
orchestrated SOMALIA and other hapless victims
of his KISSINGER ASSOCIATES.
We will note that the world is in severe crisis
every direction you look and you will find the
same players have insured that exact intent be
realized. The Bilderbergs and Committee of 300
rule the world and the waves, readers, and that
is where you encounter such as Kissinger,
Volcker, Rockefeller, et al., in the top positions
around the globe. These are Satan’s children all
the way. Still wonder who runs the world?
Oh well! Salu.
10/31/98 #2

HATONN

GET EDUCATED PROPERLY
IF YOU WANT TO SURVIVE
THE GETCHAS AND GOTCHAS
If I have failed to make the players clearly
defined in the years of writing on the topic of
Christ (all goodly God-respecting people) and the
Antichrist players who have gained control of
your world, and now seem to hold the cards for
insuring your demise, I will try to do a bit
better.
First, however, I will again spell out the
outline of the Protocols Of The Learned Elders
Of Zion of the Talmudic Jews (now called Jews).
Perhaps you will be able to better understand, if
you are a newcomer to my work, the
circumstance in which the free-world of
humankind now finds itself experiencing. It is
hard to know your enemy when the enemy takes
on the costumes and the labels of yourself, and
then turns and accuses you of your own abuses.
Then I intend to simply offer a writing from
Reuters news agency out of New York City
(World Headquarters of the commercialmercenary Jeus). Please do not correct my
spelling of “Jeu”, for it is correct, for I speak
not of some tribe of people having had the
fortune or misfortune to have been somehow
within the line of Israeli Semite. These TWO
factions are NOT THE SAME.
[QUOTING, BIRTHING THE PHOENIX, Vol.
3, A Phoenix Journal, by Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn, 1998:]
[H: To simplify and shorten the terribly
long and tedious writings of the Protocols Of
Zion, I will offer a listed short reference as
was offered by Rabbi Reichhorn in Prague,
1869. This has been offered many other times
in Rockefeller journals and publications,
Rothschild publications, and basically the New
World Order with the usual denial, lies,
hedging and threats of violence against any
who would dare to bring forth any kind or
element of truth and upset the PLAN 2000 to
take control of the globe—you know, Earth.
Well, right down the list you will find they
have SUCCEEDED and you find yourselves in
the very last few months of possibilities of
doing anything about your plight.]
FUNERAL ORATION:
RABBI REICHHORN
RE: GRAND RABBI
SIMEON-ben-IHUDA
1.

Every hundred years, We, the Sages of

Israel, have been accustomed to meet in
Sanhedrin in order to examine our progress
towards the domination of the world which
Jehovah [H: Also recognized as Lucifer, the
Morning Star, Satan, Shatan, etc.] has
promised us, and our conquests over the
enemy—Christianity.
[H: BIG STOP RIGHT HERE! WHEN
REFERRING TO “CHRISTIANS” IT IS
MANDATORY THAT ALL PEOPLE KNOW
THAT TO THE GROUP HERE QUOTED,
GOY, GOYIM, GOI, CHRISTIAN, ISLAMIC,
GENTILE, ETC., ETC. ARE OF THE SAME
DEFINITION.
IN OTHER WORDS,
ANYONE OR BODY NOT A JEU IS A
GENTILE, GOY, CHRISTIAN, ETC. THIS
COMES FROM THE FACT THAT ALL
GOD-RESPECTING (AS IN CREATOR)
RELIGIONS FOLLOW THE TEACHINGS
OF GOODNESS WHICH ARE REFLECTIVE
OF
THE
“CHRIST”
TEACHINGS.
“CHRIST” IS NOT A NAME, BUT A
DESIGNATION OF STATUS OR RESPECT
AS IN ANY LANGUAGE WHERE A
PERSON HAS A TITLE OF RESPECT IN
ACCOMPLISHMENT. IT IS NOT A NAME,
BUT RATHER, A “STATE OF SPIRITUAL
BEING”.]
2. This year, united over the tomb of our
reverend Simeon-ben-Ihuda, we can state with
pride that the past century has brought us very
near to our goal, and that this goal will be very
soon attained.
3. Gold always has been and always will be
the irresistible power. Handled by expert hands
it will always be the most useful lever for those
who possess it, and the object of envy for those
who do not. With gold we can BUY THE
MOST REBELLIOUS CONSCIENCES, CAN
FIX THE RATE OF ALL VALUES, THE
CURRENT PRICE OF ALL PRODUCTS, CAN
SUBSIDIZE ALL STATE LOANS, AND
THEREAFTER HOLD THE STATES AT OUR
MERCY. [H: In other words—get control of
the money and the currency and bring it
under total control of the few.]
4.
Already the principal banks, the
exchanges of the entire world, the credits of all
the governments, ARE IN OUR HANDS. [H:
Come on, readers, this was stated in 1869!]
5. The other great power is THE PRESS.
By repeating without cessation certain ideas, the
Press succeeds in the end in having them
accepted as actualities. The Theatre renders us
analogous services. Everywhere the Press and
the Theatre obey our orders. (There was no
“radio” or “TV” at the time.)
[H: This is very important, readers, to
realize that the Press and the Theatre were
the ONLY media of the day and still the Elite
were able to gain control of the minds of the
people easily and thoroughly. I cannot urge
you strongly enough to get the series of books,
BIRTHING THE PHOENIX (4 vols.) and RISE
OF ANTICHRIST (4 vols.). [See Back Page
for ordering information.]
Today, in 1998, there is 100 percent
control of ALL MEDIA with an effort to
suppress and control all publications and news
outlets.]
6. By the ceaseless praise of DEMOCRATIC
RULE we shall divide the Christians into
political parties; we shall destroy the unity of
their nations; we shall sow discord everywhere.
Reduced to impotence, they will bow before the
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LAW OF OUR BANK, always united, and
always devoted TO OUR CAUSE.
7. We shall force the Christians [H:
Remember now: “Christian” refers to all
humans who ARE NOT JEUS (JEWS).] into
wars by exploiting their pride and their stupidity.
They will massacre each other, and clear the
ground for us to put our own people into.
[H: Another comment, please, regarding
the direct use here of the term “Christian”.
You must, in other lands with religions which
hold a majority, e.g., Malaysia where the
recognized predominant religion is Muslim,
understand that this particular speech was
being made in and for the purpose of the
U.S.A. wherein the largest numbers of citizens
were assumed to be Christians. These shrewd
manipulators never miss a trick.]
8. The possession of the land has always
brought influence and power. In the name of
Social Justice and Equality we shall parcel out
the great estates; we shall give the fragments to
the peasants who covet them and all their
powers, and who will soon be in debt to us by
the expense of cultivating them. Our capital will
make us their masters. We in our turn shall
become the great proprietors, and the possession
of the land will assure the power to us.
9. LET US TRY TO REPLACE THE
CIRCULATION OF GOLD WITH PAPER
MONEY; OUR CHEST WILL ABSORB THE
GOLD, AND WE SHALL REGULATE THE
VALUE OF THE PAPER WHICH WILL MAKE
US MASTERS OF ALL THE POSITIONS.
10. We count among us plenty of orators
capable of feigning enthusiasm and of persuading
mobs. We shall spread them among the people
to announce changes which should secure the
happiness of the human race. By gold and by
flattery we shall gain the proletariat which will
charge itself with annihilating Christian
capitalism. We shall promise workmen salaries
of which they have never dared to dream, but
we shall also raise the price of necessities so
that our profits will be greater still.
11. In this manner we shall prepare
Revolutions which the Christians will make
themselves and of which we shall reap the fruit.
12. By our mockeries and our attacks upon
them we shall make their priests ridiculous—then
odious, and their religion as ridiculous and as
odious as their clergy. Then we shall be masters
of their SOULS. For our pious attachment to
our own religion, to our own worship, will prove
the superiority of our religion and the superiority
of our souls. [H: NOTE A TOTAL LACK OF
REFERENCE TO SPIRITUAL OR MORAL
VALUES.]
13. We have already established our own men
in all important positions. We must endeavor
to provide the Goyim with lawyers and doctors;
the lawyers are au curant with our interests;
doctors, once in the house, become confessors
and directors of consciences.
14. But above all let us monopolize
Education. By this means we spread ideas that
are useful to us, and shape ideas that are useful
to us, and shape the children’s brains as suits
us.
15. If one of our people should unhappily
fall into the hands of justice amongst the
Christians, we must rush to help him; find as
many witnesses as he needs to save him from
his judges, until we become judges ourselves.
16. The monarchs of the Christian world,
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swollen with ambition and vanity, surround
themselves with luxury and with numerous
armies. We shall furnish them with all the
money their folly demands, and so shall keep
them in leash.
17. Let us take care not to hinder the
marriage of our men with Christian girls, for
through them we shall get our foot into the most
closely locked circles. If our daughters marry
GOYIM they will be no less useful, for the
children of a Jewish mother are ours. Let us
foster the idea of free love, that we may destroy
among Christian women attachment to the
principles and practices of their religion.
18. For ages past the sons of Israel, despised
and persecuted, have been working to open up a
path to power. They are hitting the mark. They
control the economic life of the accursed
Christians; their influence preponderates over
politics and over manners.
19. At the wished-for hour, fixed in
advance, we shall let loose the Revolution, which
by ruining all classes of Christianity will
definitely enslave the Christians to US. [H:
And of course that means the whole of the
Global Community as well; but if you can
destroy the “Christian” U.S., you don’t have
any problem with the rest of the world—DO
YOU?] Thus will be accomplished the promise
of God made to His People.
[END OF QUOTING]
Please take time to go back and re-read the
above 19 items and you will realize the fox is
now in the chicken-house eating the chickens.
And since I am in Malaysia, I will take an
opportunity to show you how the game works
in the business circles of those Elite
manipulators—so that the personal recognition
might come home to roost on the right sets of
eyes and ears.
It is known that Salomon Smith Barney have
become the “advisers” and financial experts hired
by the Malaysian government to organize and
structure a solution to the monetary problems
foisted off onto unsuspecting and innocent
people. Really? Let me just show you a good
example right from your own paper to prove the
point of the above 19 items which might
otherwise slip by your attention, what with all
the merging, divorcing, capturing, manipulations,
and thus and so of banks, corporations, markets,
brokerage houses and you name it!
Salomon Brothers was, prior to the hedge
fund and derivatives rip-off business, in the
Savings and Loan strip-the-people business and
cost multi-billions upon billions of dollars in
loss. They don’t even change their game—just
their name and team-mates to give them more
and bigger circles through which to surround you
and eat you alive.
This year “All Satan’s Day” (Halloween)
might have a whole different meaning to you
who are paying the price of being the dinner for
the vampires and ghouls.
Please read the next with a realization that
even your Dr. Mahathir in Malaysia said the
bailout of LTCM WAS A TERRIBLE THING.
He also, however, seems to, at least publicly,
relate to Salomon Smith Barney. No, you cannot
have it BOTH WAYS, for it simply is still the
nest of vipers with whom you are dealing.
[QUOTING, New Straits Times, Oct. 31, 1998:]
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SOME WALL STREET
FIRMS HAD
‘PREVIEW OF LTCM BOOKS’
[H: So what else is new—they are all the
SAME THING!]
NEW YORK: Several Wall Street firms got
a sneak preview of Long-Term Capital
Management’s books prior to a decision by a
group of banks to bail out the troubled hedge
fund for US$3.5 billion (RM13.3 billion),
sources said on Thursday.
Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan & Company
Inc. and Merrill Lynch and Co Inc, which are
each giving US$300 million to keep LTCM
afloat, talked with the fund about its risk
positions and losses in late summer, sources
familiar with the situation said.
Two billionaire investors—George Soros and
Warren Buffett—also got reports on the fund’s
positions in August, with an eye towards making
bids that never came about, sources said. [H:
And yet, less than three days ago in this same
paper came the word that Buffett was
probably going to buy LTCM. And THAT,
readers, is from this same horse’s mouth!
Could something be afoul here?]
LTCM’s losses and its sudden bail-out, led
by the US Federal Reserve Bank [H: Also a
PRIVATE BANK OWNED BY THESE SAME
THUGS.], rocked the world’s markets in
September.
THE FUND, RUN BY FORMER STAR,
SALOMON BROTHERS BOND TRADER JOHN
M E R IWE T HE R , AND OT HE R T OP WAL L
STREET
MINDS,
WAS
ALREADY
STRUGGLING WITH LOSSES BY AUGUST
AND TALKED WITH PARTIES, INCLUDING
GOLDMAN, J.P. MORGAN, SOROS AND
BUFFETT, ABOUT RAISING EQUITY.
LTCM said on Sept. 2 its net asset value had
fallen by 50 per cent since the start of the year.
Then, on Sept. 23 came the shocking
disclosure that a group of 14 banks, at the behest
of the Fed, would inject more than US$3.5
billion into LTCM because the fund’s collapse
would have been too much for world markets.
Merrill, which said on Thursday it first saw
LTCM’s documents detailing its holdings on
Sept. 21, said later that on Sept. 9 its corporate
credit department paid a visit to the fund’s
Greenwich headquarters, disturbed by the fund’s
losses.
“On Sept. 9, we had a meeting in Greenwich
that was a credit due diligence meeting to
discuss credit issues and the status of the trading
relationship,” a Merrill spokesman said.
“Other firms that did business with them had
identical meetings with them the same week for
the same reasons.”
Merrill, which has a fully collateralized
exposure of US$1.4 billion to LTCM, said it had
no meetings with the fund in August, denying a
report in Britain’s Financial Times that its staff
as well as J.P. Morgan’s, visited LTCM’s
Greenwich office then. [H: My, they can’t even
keep their lies straight can they? And you
would have these cheats and liars running
YOUR BUSINESS?]
“There was contact,” a Merrill spokesman
said. “There was an ongoing client relationship
with which we had more than US$1 billion in
positions, but there were no meetings.” [H: Are
these liars lawyers or what? Is this like,
“well, we had oral relations but no sexual
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relationship” as with Billy Zipper? THESE
ARE THE SAME PEOPLE WHO RULE
YOUR WORLD, WORLD.]
Goldman, which tried to buy LTCM with
Buffett and American International Group, as
well as J.P. Morgan had advance access to
LTCM’s trading information through meetings
with the fund, sources said.
Goldman denied comment, as did J.P.
Morgan. Morgan said it had adequate firewalls
in place within the firm to prohibit one part of
the firm from discussing confidential information
with another part of the company. [H: SAY
WHAT?]
Spokesmen for LTCM and for the consortium
of banks involved in the rescue also declined
comment.
A Soros spokesman and Buffett were not
immediately available for comment.
The finer details of the fund’s positions have
been kept secret by the 14 firms involved in the
bail-out, and barriers have been set up for fear
that traders, learning of LTCM’s positions, might
try to front-run the market.
Several sources familiar with the situation
said Goldman and Buffett talked with LTCM
about its positions in late August.
However, one source familiar with the
situation said Meriwether first tried to call
Goldman chairman Jon Corzine about raising
money on either Sept. 10 or 11, but Corzine was
not in the country.
Goldman then sent staff up to Greenwich on
Sept. 13 to review information about the fund’s
positions and risks, the source said.
On Sept. 17, Meriwether came down to
Goldman’s New York headquarters to discuss
options and over that weekend Corzine made
calls to other firms, starting the ball rolling on
the big capital infusion.
On Sept. 21, Merrill, Union Bank of
Switzerland, Goldman and J.P. Morgan sent
teams up to LTCM headquarters to review the
books.
The next day Deutsche Bank AG joined in
and gradually the consortium formed, a source
said.
J.P. Morgan was also approached by LTCM
about helping the fund raise equity in midAugust, sources familiar with the situation said.
While LTCM approached different parties
about getting capital, the markets continued to
deteriorate and the fund’s positions worsened to
the point of near-collapse.
The consortium now has six representatives
directly overseeing the trading strategy and
working in Greenwich with Meriwether [H:
Remember: Salomon Bros. of Salomon Smith
Barney—Malaysia’s advisers through this
“economic crunch”.] and his recently reduced
staff, as well as a larger board of directors made
up of 14 representatives from the different
financial firms. — Reuters
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, I ask you, is this not just the most
interesting can of worms?
Do you REALLY THINK the adversary and
guilty parties in Malaysia’s mess don’t get
instant and constant updates on every move the
ministers and political leaders MAKE? Don’t
you think that Anwar [Malaysia’s jailed former
Deputy Prime Minister; see the 10/20/98 special
issue of CONTACT on Malaysia] has all the
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information before it cools? How can you run
a nation while the wolves are chewing on your
bones after digesting all the flesh from your
bodies?
Don’t you KNOW that the entire world of
financial demons are pushing and manipulating
the public in every detail to cause gross
uprisings and chaos over Anwar, who WAS ONE
OF THEM? It is not that they protect Anwar
because of Anwar—it is to keep themselves from
in front of the firing squads.
Well, I am just about to the end of making
special efforts to assist because my team comes
under such attack and discrediting by these
criminals in high places with access to the eyes
and ears of those who can make a difference.
Do you ACTUALLY BELIEVE the foxes
who have killed your chickens want to help you
replace them or bring them back to life? No,
the point is to finish you off. These bastards
from hell don’t like us because we ended their
fun and games with the “Superfund” that was
able to build an empire big enough to suck you
all into the trap and then chew you up and spit
you out.
I certainly do suggest that you people start
reading the Phoenix Journals just as fast as ever
your little eyes can travel across the print
because you are just about to drown with your
last gasp at breath being sucked out as we write.
I ask that this be immediately sent to the
Prime Minister’s office for hand delivery ASAP.
The next few days could be a time of total
recovery of course correction for this nation, and
in turn ALL NATIONS, or it will be that the
opportunity will be lost to the focus on chaos
and confusion as you are further manipulated by
the PUPPET MASTERS.
Thank you and good afternoon, GCH.
11/2/98 #2
TODAY

IN

HATONN
MALAYSIA

Today at least opens, and may finish, the
first flap in the Anwar case. I find that Malaysia
is not on trial but rather the IMF, World
Bankers, World Order, Elite and MEDIA—
international world media of every type.
The lies and half truths being foisted off onto
the world by press, television, radio and Internet
is enough to cause serious concern to the most
naive world citizens. I SUGGEST STRONGLY
THAT ALL OF YOU GO WATCH AND REWATCH WAG THE DOG, the movie. WHAT
IN THE WORLD DOES IT REQUIRE FOR
YOU PEOPLE TO SEE TRUTH?
THE
CULPRITS AND MANIPULATORS EVEN
GIVE YOU A FULL VIEWING AND SHOW
YOU TRUTH—AND YOU LAUGH AND STILL
BITE ON EVERY IDIOTIC THING TRIED ON
YOU.
Now, what is happening in Kuala Lumpur
and Anwar’s big war? Nothing. It is assumed
that his trial is under way and if the public gets
out of control, the LAW WILL HANDLE IT! If
the man is ultimately found innocent, he will
walk out a free man. If the man is found guilty,
he will be treated as any other criminal
according to the laws of the land. THE WORLD
SHOULD TAKE LESSONS.
And what of all that blathering on the
international media’s hot-lines? Well, I guess
there will be the liars and cheats on every
occasion where the manipulators can make their

point. It is working in Malaysia that Reuters is
getting a nice bump in honor ratings for “trying”
to tell some of the truth some of the time but
AP is showing its total incapability of printing
truth at all. That comes from taking input from
such as we have had to face along the way from
the Abbotts who lie to the AP reporters, etc.
From the Internet comes one from a
computer in the US—shipped to us here on the
yesterday. And I fully intend to reprint it here
(only for teaching purposes for the honoring of
copyright laws). The teaching involved: It
doesn’t help to copyright truth for it bears no
ability for copyrighting if it indeed be a simple
statement of truth. If it bears a copyright and
threats when it covers TRUTH—you can be sure
it is a LIE.
This, then, is recognized
immediately as a LIE directly from the AP
network.
I requested the search be made because of
the damage being caused in this city by such
outrageous garbage. In the taxis there were even
rumors that there was a bomb placed to blow
up the Petronas Twin Towers and other shopping
malls. Remember that the Twin Towers are the
tallest and most magnificent buildings in the
world! The information was claimed to have
come from the international Internet. So, I asked
our people to search, and after a couple of hours
of intense search, the following was found and
sent.
[QUOTING, Internet, Oct. 31, 06:27 EST:]
[H: Other teaching properties involved
here are facts from eyewitness experience of
my own TEAM PRESENT AT THE SITE,
that the entire offering is not factual.]
MALAYSIAN POLICE BRACE
FOR PROTESTS
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP)—
Hundreds of police carrying automatic rifles
circled the world’s tallest building today, bracing
for another round of anti-government protests.
[H: LIE! OUR PEOPLE CAN SEE THE
STREETS ENCIRCLING THE TOWERS
COMPLEX, THE PEOPLE FLOW, AND
WHAT IS TAKING PLACE—FROM THEIR
OWN HOTEL ROOMS. OOPS??]
The show of force at the Petronas Twin
Towers came ahead of a planned visit by
embattled Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamed.
[H: LIE! MAHATHIR HAD A FULL
SCHEDULE OF APPEARANCES ALL
WEEK-END AND NONE OF THEM WERE
AT THE PETRONAS TOWERS. FURTHER,
ANWAR MAY BE EMBATTLED—PRIME
MINISTER MAHATHIR IS NOT! HE IS
ENJOYING
MORE
RESPECT
AND
REVERENCE,
ALONG
WITH
APPRECIATION, THAN ANY MAN ON THE
GLOBE DURING THIS ECONOMIC CRISIS.
THE LAW WILL TAKE CARE OF THE
CIRCUMSTANCES AND THEY WILL ALSO
HANDLE ANY UPRISINGS CAUSED BY
THE HOODS IN CAUSING CHAOS AND
INCITING PROBLEMS.
IT IS NOW
KNOWN AND IDENTIFIED AS TO
PARTICIPANTS, THAT “FOREIGNERS”
WERE MAJOR INSTIGATORS IN ANY
UNLAWFUL GATHERINGS THUS FAR AND
MANY HAVE BEEN ARRESTED AND/OR
ARE UNDER CONSTANT SURVEILLANCE.
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DOES THIS MEAN NOTHING CAN
HAPPEN OF UNTOWARD ASSAULTS? NO,
IT MEANS THAT THE WORLD WILL
KNOW WHO DID IT, HOW AND WHY! IT
IS BRINGING TRUTH TO A WORLD AND
LIGHT TO THE FACTS THAT WILL BE
THE UNDOING OF THE CRIMINAL
ELEMENTS IN THIS WORLD TAKEOVER
PLAN.]
Dozens of police took up positions around
shopping malls in downtown Kuala Lumpur,
another
planned
venue
for
today’s
demonstrations. A surveillance helicopter
hovered overhead and police trucks with water
cannons stood by.
[ H: LIES! There were perhaps more
police present in the public areas but they
carried nothing more than ordinary daily
wear and certainly were not apparently being
anything other than their usual gracious and
generously friendly selves—AND OUR
PEOPLE WERE THERE IN THE MIDDLE
OF
THE
BIGGEST
BUMIPUTRA
(PEOPLE’S) MALL IN THE CITY—TO
HAVE LUNCH AND GET COMPUTER
SUPPLIES.
NO
TRUCKS,
NO
MOTORCYCLES,
NO
HIGH-SPEED
HORSES OR CAMELS, NO HIDDEN
DONKEYS FOR SLOW CHASE, NO
CANNONS—WATER OR OTHERWISE, AND
NOTHING
EVEN
REMOTELY
INTERESTING TAKING PLACE. AND
THIS MALL IN POINT IS ONLY BLOCKS
FROM THE VERY INCARCERATION
PLACE OF SAID “PUT-UPON” ANWAR!]
Street protests have become common in
Malaysia since Anwar Ibrahim was fired from
his post as deputy prime minister, then arrested
on Sept. 20. Demonstrators have demanded
justice for Anwar and the ouster of Mahathir.
[H: LIES! There simply are no “street
protests”—period. If little groups gather here
and there—it is so well contained and hidden
as to be ridiculous. The pictures shown to
the world are the same ones from months ago
and that never even made itself known at the
games where it was supposed to have torn up
the whole games and in front of the Queen
(of England) yet. Anwar was fired, yes, but
he was not arrested until much later, and then
he was arrested for inciting riots whereat he
was the ring-leader demanding to “be
arrested”. So, the police arrest him under a
law that ANWAR HAD PUSHED THROUGH
THE LEGISLATURE! Believe me, readers,
no “demonstrators” are demanding JUSTICE
for Anwar lest he be hanged at dawn. They
are demanding, if anything, injustice be
handled like in the U.S.A. and England. No
citizen wants the ouster of Mahathir—HE
SAVED THEIR VERY ASSETS AND ASSES
WHILE ANWAR GOT IN BED WITH
ANYONE HE COULD, AS WELL AS THE
HOODS FROM THE IMF AND OUR OWN
CORRUPT PEOPLE LIKE ALBRIGHT,
COHEN, RUBIN, ETC. ANWAR SHOULD
BE TRIED FOR ABSOLUTE TREASON AS
SHOULD YOUR PLAYERS IN THE USA.]
With Anwar’s trial on charges of corruption
and sodomy to begin Monday, tension has
blanketed the capital. Anwar says he is innocent
and claims the charges are politically motivated.
Riot police have warned they will come
down hard on participants in the banned antigovernment protests. [H: HOORAY!]
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“Our uppermost concern is to ensure public
order in or outside the court and we reckon the
trial will proceed smoothly,” said police chief
Abdul Rahim Noor.
[H: Golly gee, could it be that Mahathir
isn’t going to behead anyone or beat anyone
personally “to a pulp”?]
A riot—the first in nearly three decades in
Malaysia—broke out last week [H: LIE, LIE,
LIE, LIE, LIE!] after police fired tear gas and
water cannons at protesters at a neighborhood
mosque.
[H: STOP RIGHT HERE. THE FACT
THAT THIS IS A BUNCH OF HOOEY IS
BEYOND THE POINT BUT THERE HAVE
BEEN INCIDENTS OF THESE HOOLIGANS
USING MOSQUES AS STAGING AREAS.
NOW, WHO WOULD DO SUCH A THING
AS TO DESPOIL A MUSLIM MOSQUE?
(THINK HARD, YOU KNOW, ABOUT
THINGS LIKE DOME OF THE ROCK,
JERUSALEM, ETC.)
THESE INSIPID
“WARRIORS” FOR “TRUTH, JUSTICE AND
ORDER”—WENT INSIDE THE MOST
HOLY PLACES OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS
CITY TO TAKE THEIR NASTY AND DIRTY
TRASHING.
THE POLICE HAD TO
REMOVE THEM AND DID SO IN A VERY
ORDERLY MANNER. THIS WOULD BE
THE APPROXIMATE SAME THING TO
HAVE TAKEN UP A WAR IN THE
CATHEDRAL OF GOD OR THE CRYSTAL
CATHEDRAL—OR THE MUSLIMS TO
MOVE INTO THE TEMPLE OF SOLOMON.
WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU BLIND
PEOPLE? HOW DARE YOU PUT YOUR
FILTH ONTO EVERYTHING YOU TOUCH?
I CAN’T EVEN BEGIN TO SPEAK ABOUT
THIS
QUIETLY
AND
WITHOUT
PASSION—FOR YOU HAVE GONE TOO
FAR THIS TIME, GOOD BUDDIES OF THE
ADVERSARY. THESE ARE MY PLACES
WHICH ARE DESPOILED BY THE FILTH
OF THE ADVERSARY, AND BEFORE THIS
ENDS SO TOO SHALL END THE REIGN
OF TERROR OF THAT ADVERSARY—
COUNT ON IT!]
Demonstrators responded by hurling stones
and bricks. Hundreds of people have been
detained in the unrest.
[H: Well, a few people were detained and,
yes indeed, this fine upstanding group of
demonstrators did hurl bricks and rocks—at
the police for doing their job and removing
the insipid intruders from the mosque.]
On Friday, human rights activists blamed the
police for instigating the violence.
[H: How gullible do these idiots think you
people to be? This is like blaming the police
for stopping the criminal from killing more
than the people in the crowd he has already
managed to massacre.]
“My appeal to calm and tolerance would be
to the police, who are behaving like thugs
instead of law enforcers,” said Tien Chua, a
spokesman for the human rights group
SUARAM.
[H: The very statement itself SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF as does the reference to this
“Chua” and the group “SUARAM”, a group
fully controlled and operated by Anwar
Ibrahim and his silent thug gangs.]
Mahathir on Friday called on the foreign
media to give a balanced report on the
demonstrations.

[H: My goodness, would that not be
refreshing? How many of you informed
people ever expect that to happen? People,
this Malaysian government under this Godly
leader can, and very well probably will, topple
the entire New World Order—not bad for a
few months work!]
[H: Now watch the goodies at the bottom
of this paper—so the sorry bastards can cover
their asses. Please do not correct my English.]
Copyright 1998 Associated Press. All rights
reserved.
This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
Send comments and questions about the
WIRE to feedback@the wire.ap.org.
[H: Now please go back up top and check
out what I said about “copyrights” on TRUTH
and see what you discern.]
[END OF QUOTING]
By the way, anyone who wants to go to the
trial can certainly go and will be denied entrance
only if they are “packing heat” or other nasties.
People can stand around outside as long as they
are not organized into UNLAWFUL gatherings
to incite or commit rioting. This is to protect
the public and you tell me what the police are
FOR if not for this very purpose—protection of
the citizens?
NOW I REPEAT: GO WATCH, TWICE,
WAG THE DOG! AND IF YOU DON’T GET
THE PLAYERS IN THE GAME—GO WATCH
IT AGAIN.
Now, let us offer a bit of other commentary
on the topic of the handling of the currency
measures adopted by Prime Minister Mahathir:
[QUOTING, New Straits Times, Monday,
November 2, 1998:]
US

don: DR. MAHATHIR’S
MOVE SHREWD,
TIMING IMPECCABLE

The currency exchange rate control measures
adopted by Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr.
Mahathir Mohamad is now hailed as “his most
important” contribution to international
economy.
Seen as a defensive move driven primarily
by domestic political calculation could very well
help rewrite the rules of global economy.
Writing in the Sept. 28 issue of TIME
magazine’s “Viewpoint” column, Jeffrey A.
Winters said: “You don’t have to be a Mahathir
fan to acknowledge that his move was shrewd
and his timing impeccable.”
Winters, a professor of political economy at
Northwestern University in the United States,
wrote, “With the International Monetary Fund
and World Bank damaged and in disarray, with
establishment economists more confused and
contentious than at any time in the past halfcentury, and with Japan, Russia, China and even
the United States facing escalating economic
danger, Mahathir saw he could act with
impunity.”
The widening crisis, that started in Asia, was
rewriting the rules of international economy and
they all would be studying how Malaysia fared,
Winters said.
By taking Malaysia off-line, a new and
significant political-economic space had been
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carved open for government leaders eager to
reclaim some control over their economies.
The limits set on external financial links,
even for a few years, would give the world
evidence on the range of responses to gyrations
of capital in today’s international economy.
Winters said it was government decisions and
policies that set the terms for the huge daily
movement of investment funds into and out of
countries and trade in national currencies.
Disputing critics such as IMF’s deputy
managing director Stanley Fisher who called Dr.
Mahathir’s move “retrograde”, Winters said
Fisher “could only bark and not bite”.
Controllers of private capital, Winters adds,
were also powerless to unleash their standard
barrage of punishments of threatening to
withdraw resources because “they have already
done that”.
Dire warnings that Malaysia had seriously
damaged its reputation among global investors
also rang empty.
“By the time this economic crisis subsides
and capital starts flowing again in earnest to
emerging markets, Mahathir will likely be at the
end of his political career.
“Malaysia will still be an inviting place to
invest. As the country gradually reengages, the
new government can blame the old one for any
sins, and investors, assuming their memories are
that long or that they even care, will come back
with enthusiasm.”
[H: Hummnnn—, seems that just this very
day in the information on business subject—
it is recognized that some of the most
outrageous of Microsoft (you know, Billy
Gates’ little company) is going to go
gangbusters in Malaysia’s new “Corridor”.
Look out, world, why do you think Microsoft
is on the court circuit these days—and
wouldn’t you get out of the old USA IF YOU
HAD A BUSINESS BEING KILLED BY
SUCH ACTIVITIES? OPEN YOUR EYES,
VIEWIERS—YOU CAN’T “SEE” WITH
THEM SHUT!]
Comparing responses to the crisis, Winters
said IMF’s prescription for Indonesia was not
working. This was in spite of having thrown
off a dictator. Indonesia was still riding a
roller-coaster ride of economic default and
instability.
While more moderate, Thailand had also had
one change of government but was discreetly
abandoning the letter and spirit of the IMF cure
by trying economic stimulation instead.
[H: Will somebody please show them that I
have better solutions to their problems?]
Malaysia, not having received any aid from
the IMF, had decided to stimulate its economy
in an environment that was less exposed to the
uncertainties of cross-border capital movements.
While Indonesia and Thailand continue to
endure jolts and surges across their borders, Dr.
Mahathir was hopeful that limiting capital
transactions would buy stability.
“Mahathir knows all eyes are on him,”
Winters wrote.
[END OF QUOTING]
I ask that this be gotten particular attention
so that it can be sent for THIS WEEK’S
CONTACT. How effectively and efficiently we
accomplish our network opportunities depends on
our ability to move rapidly. Salu.
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New Gaia Products

Order by Mail

1998

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

90 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
30 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

Qty. Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00

$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75
S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 16.95

$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

GAIACLEANSE KIT

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___
○

○

○

○

○

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

✴ GAIASPELT
BREAD MIX

(Pure Spelt)

○

○

○

○

15.00

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

No Longer

$

3.50

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
5.00
$ 12.50

✴

○

Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$ 20.00

$ 10.00

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

$ 18.00

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

PRICE

Item

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$1100.00
$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS

$ 80.00

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
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